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Installation
Unpack the rar files you downloaded by opening only the first rar-file (part1) with the UnRar-application, all
other rar-files will get unpacked. You will then find a Readme.pdf and 2 folders: *“Alchemistry Metallurgy“ which contains the patches (.acp) and resynthed sound files (.aaz), 16.6 MB in size
place this folder here:
Mac: HD(not user)/Library/Application Support/Camel Audio/Alchemy/Presets
Windows: PathToDataDirectory/Alchemy.data/Presets/
*“Samples Alchemistry Metallurgy“ - which contains 3.07 GB of samples in wav format 48 Khz/24 Bit/stereo
Mac: HD (not user)/Library/Application Support/Camel Audio/Alchemy/Samples
Windows: PathToDataDirectory/Alchemy.data/Samples/
After the installation use the “Scan for Presets“ function from Alchemy‘s File Menue.

When opening Alchemy in your DAW it should look like this:

Licence agreement and terms of usage
This license agreement is between you (the licensee) and me (Simon Stockhausen).
1.) The licensee must not distribute the patches and samples from Alchemistry Metallurgy, resample them,
copy or otherwise replicate the patches and samples of this sound library in any commercial, free or otherwise
product. That includes sample and audio libraries and patches for samplers and sample based synthesizers.
You can of course create such derivates for your own musical work as long as these derivates are only
distributed in the context of musical work or sound design.
2.) The license to the sound library Alchemistry Metallurgy may not be given away or sold (NFR).
Content
Alchemistry Metallurgy for Alchemy is the first in a series focussing on specific materials and single
instruments. First released in late 2011, I updated this library in February 2014 adding 1.25 GB of samples,
mainly from my library Scattered Entity for MachFive plus 300 MB of new bell samples.
This library contains 84 patches with 8 variations each in the Remix Pad and focusses on metallic sounds
derived from real instruments, metal objects and industrial field recordings. This patch collection keeps the
balance between real sounding metal instruments, otherworldly textures and wondrous soundscapes using
also some processed electronic derivates of the sampled materials. All sounds are sample-based, some
patches use the resynthesis features in Alchemy. You will find many patches and snapshots which sound wam,
delicate and beautiful, characteristics one may not normally associate with metallic sounds.

All audio demos for this library are here.
Some videos made with some of the patches which were added in 2014 are here:
Turning Thai Gongs
Bells and Barrels
Shipbell Scape
Singing Bowls Pad
This is the Wuhan Tam Tam I sampled

Specifications:
3.07 GB of original samples - source material:
Instruments:
•

China Cymbal bowed, scraped and beaten - multisampled and Round Robin

•

Glockenspiel multisampled 23 semitones (C4-A#5),
4x RR, 2 velocity layers (179 samples / 386,7 MB)

•

Vibraphone multisampled, bowed and beaten

•

2 microtonal handheld bell trees 8x Round Robin, 2 articulations, +textures

•

8 Thai Gongs multisampled with up to 8x Round Robin and 4 velocity layers, +texural samples

•

Thai Ching Bells - 6x Round Robin, 3 velocity layers

•

Tam Tam 45 cm - beaten (7xRound Robin/4 velocities), scraped and rubbed with Rubberballs

•

Three multisampled singing bowls, 3 velocity layers, 3x round robin and sustained sounds made by
rubbing the bowl with the beater

•

Tubular Windchimes, up to 70 cm in length

•

Various multisampled and textural bells, ship bell, tibetan bells, brass bell, up to 3 velcoity layers with
5x round robin

•

Bar Chimes

•

Waterphone gongs, hitting the bottom of a waterphone with a soft gong beater, 3 velocity layers,
5x round robin

Various multisampled metal objects:
•

caviar cans, metal bowl, coins, dumbbell plate, small thunder sheet, metal plate (dinner tray), anvil,
oil barrel

•

Industrial metal sounds recorded in factories

• All samples were recorded with 3 Neumann microphones in L-C-R - 48 Khz/24 Bit
U87 center mic - a stereo set of KM 184 for L-R
• The industrial field recordings were done with 2 shotgun mics - Sennheiser MK 70

The eight Thai Gongs I sampled.

Patchlist
All 8 Performance Controllers as well as both x/y-pads are assigned for each patch. Many samples have up to
13 alternations (Round Robin) for more realism and expressiveness, quite a few sounds also use up to 6
velocity layers and Channel Aftertouch. As many patches use split sounds with many samples spread out
across the whole range of a keyboard with 88 keys, the usage of large Masterkeyboard is recommended.
Sometimes the sample maps even use the entire Midi Note range.
There are 84 patches in Alchemistry Metallurgy. In the very first release of this library when the Alchemy
Browser still allowed for user-defined categories, I categorised the patches in 7 subcategories, since Alchemy

version 1.50 these subcategories no longer exist, but the presets were tagged in a way, that those categories
still appear in the field “User Tags“ of each preset. Some of the playing tips and comments from the patchlist
below were also included in the “Comments“ field of the presets.

Bells & Bowls

Comments

Bell Abyss Split

Processed singing bowls and bells, sources A+C in sample mode are
mapped up to C4 and use the same sample but with different start
points. Sources B+D also use the same sample, B in sampler mode, C
playing the sample reversed (in granular mode, LFO controls sample
position). When Ctrl 1+3 are dialed to the right, Aftertouch controls
filter modulation speed.

Bell Texture Quartet 1

4 long textures (single accents and tremoli) played on 4 different bells
running in 4 granular sources. When Ctrl 2 is dialed to the right,
Aftertouch controls modulation speed. Increasing resonance of the
tuned combfilter (key follow) with Ctrl. 3 enhances the tonality of the
sound. Control sample position with Ctrl. 1, dialed hard right, the
sample playhead is set to the last accent in each sample, then the
samples reverse, as they are set to looping back and forth.

Bell Texture Quartet 2

Same patch settings with some slight variations, using another 4 more
dense bell textures.

Bells All Textures Split

Ten bell textures split across the keyboard between C1 - C6, 2
samples per octave, root notes are located at D#/G#. The samples are
up to 1+ minute long, so take your time to explore. Source A in sampler
mode, source B (in granular mode) reverses the samples (LFO
assigned to sample position), control the speed of the reversed
samples with Ctrl. 5. Ctrl. 1 tunes the samples +/- 2 octaves, middle
postition: no transposition (double click to reset).

Ching Bells RR6 3Vel tuned

Ching Bells - 2 small thick cymbals connected with a chord - 3 velocity
layers, 6x Round Robin - tuned down 40 cents to fit the conventional
tuning system.
root note - E4 (sounding E6) - play very high (above D6) to get some
nice tinkling textures
Source A in Sampler mode - Source B plays the samples reversed
(temposynced MSEG - 2 Bars)
MDecay reduces Reverb Length
y-axis of x/y-pad 1 totally destroys the holy atmosphere - don't touch it!
(Snap 7)

Evoluted Ching Bells

Source A->Ching Bells RR6 3Vel in Sampler Mode routed to F2
Source B also in Sampler Mode routed to F1 plays 4 samples plit
across the keyboard made by processing 4 different Ching Bell sample
with GRM Tools->Evolution tuning the grains to different octaves from
the original (E6) downwards
Source B has a MSEG (running in non-trigger mode) applied to the
pitch modulation so it fades in and out over time
Sample start of source 2 is velocity sensitive as the sample has a very
slow attack, play hard to get a faster attack
Cutoff of LP in F1 is controlled by ADSR 2 - this will become audible if
you turn down the overall Cutoff with Controller 3

Bells & Bowls

Comments

Micro Bells Strike&Shake RR8
split

2 handheld Bell Trees with many microtuned bells multisampled in 2
different articulations and 8 Round Robins.
Shake - mapped from C0-B2, orginal pitch at A1
Strike - mapped C3 - C6, original pitch at A4
AT-> Ringmod Pitch in Filter 2, each source can be routed to the
Ringmod Filter using Controllers 5/6, the RM pitch and resonance is
also randomized with each note you play
y-axis of x/y-pad 1 controls Filter Cutoff of LP in F1

Micro Bells Texture split

2 samples in Granular mode split at C3
AT->Speed of Pitchmod when x-axis of x/y-pad 2 is towards the right
Turn up Controller 4 to add pitch following Combfilter, y-axis of x/y-pad
2 adds Pitchmod to the Combfilter
MSustain-> F1 LP Cutoff
MDecay-> reduces Reverb Length

Micro Bells Waves

4 Micro Bell samples in the 4 sources in Granular Mode
Sample Playhead position/speed controlled by 4 MSEGs at different
temposynced speeds looping forth and back
Each source also has a MSEG-controlled Pitch Mod (Controller 1) and
Amp Mod (Controller 2) controlled by 4 LFOs at different speeds/
shapes

Shipbell Scape

A long tremolating brass bell texture moving the bell between the 3
mics while playing in source A (sampler)+C (granular) mapped up to
C5. a spectralized derivative of that texture in source B (sampler)
mapped up to C7. Another processed brass bell derivative in source D
(sampler) also mapped up to C5. When Ctrl. 2 adding pitch modulation
is dialed to the right, Aftertouch controls the modulation speed.

Shipbell Tuned 3Vel RR5

Multisampled ship bell, 3 velocities, 5x round robin - root note at C#3.
Ctrl. 1 sets the velocity sensitivity for more or less dynamic difference
between velocity layer 1+3. When Ctrl 2 reducing the cutoff of the LP
filter in F1 is dialed to the left, you can add velocity sensitivity to the
cutoff with Ctrl. 3. Ctrl. 4 introduces the tuned bandpass filter in F2.
Ctrl. 6 adds tuned combfiltering. Snapshot 5 is a rather mysterious
sound with a soft attack, good for low drones too.

Singing Bowl Small Microtonal

Small singing bowl tuned in 1/8-notes (1 octave = minor third), root
note: C3, mapped up to C5.

Singing Bowls All Tuned Split

3 different sized, multisampled singing bowls split across the keyboard,
sampled with 3 velocity layers and 3x round robin. The samples are
fine-tuned so that they match the chromatic tuning (440 Hz).
Range large bowl: C0 - B1, root: F1
Range medium bowl: C2 - B3, root: G#3
Range small bowl: C4 - C6, root: B4
MSustain controls reverb mix, MDecay controls reverb length. When
Ctrl. 5 is dialed to the right, adding pitch modulation, Aftertouch
controls modulation speed. When Ctrl 3 is dialed to the left reducing
LP cutoff in F1, you can add velocity sensitivity to the cutoff with
Ctrl. 4.

Bells & Bowls

Comments

Singing Bowls All Tuned Split
Gran

Same samples and mapping as in the patch above but playing in
granular mode. Ctrl. 1 reduces grain size/density, dialed hard right
youʻll achieve noisy percussive sounds, Ctrl. 2 controls sample speed.
When Ctrl 3 is dialed to the left reducing LP cutoff in F1, you can add
filter modulation with Ctrl. 4. When Ctrl. 5 is dialed to the right, adding
pitch modulation, Aftertouch controls modulation speed.

Singing Bowls Layered

In this patch the three singing bowls are layered in three sources. You
can tune each source +/- one octave with the three dedicated controls
(1-3). Ctrl. 4 adds temposynced pitch modulation, Ctrl. 7 adds
temposynced amplitude modulation.

Singing Bowls Pad

Rubbing two different sized singing bowls with the backside of the
beater to create sustained notes with subtle modulations.
Source A plays the larger bowl, root note G#2, mapped up tp E3.
Source B plays the smaller bowl, root note B3, mapped from F3
upwards. Source D plays the resynthesized sample of source B.
Source C in granular mode plays a different sample played on the
smaller bowl, tuned up an ocatve, mapped over the entire range.
The y-axis of x/y-pad 1 crossfades between sources A/B - C/D.
When Ctrl 3 is dialed to the left reducing LP cutoff in F1, you can add
filter modulation with Ctrl. 4. Ctrl. 5 adds symmetry modulation to the
additive source D, Ctrl. 6 controls grain density in source C.
This patch is more CPU intense due to the layering of 4 sources,
reduce polyphony while tracking if needed, you can also switch off
Stereo mode in the additive source to save some CPU.

Tibetan Bell Tuned 3Vel RR5

Multisampled tibetan bell, 3 velocities, 5x round robin - root note at C4
(sounds an octave higher than played). Ctrl. 1 sets the velocity
sensitivity for more or less dynamic difference between velocity layer
1+3. When Ctrl 2 reducing the cutoff of the LP filter in F1 is dialed to
the left, you can add velocity sensitivity to the cutoff with Ctrl. 3. Ctrl. 4
introduces the tuned bandpass filter in F2. Ctrl. 6 introduces squareshaped pitch modulation with fluctuating modulation speed, +/- 1
octave with the controller dialed hard right.

The ship bell I sampled.

...and the singing bowls

Chimes
Bar Chimes All Split

12 bar-chime samples split across the keyboard, mapped from
C1 - C6, 2 samples per octave always mapped from C-F and F#-B,
root notes at D# and G#. Source A in sampler mode, source B in
granular mode, control sample speed in B using Ctrl. 3, increase grain
size and randomize the grains using Ctrl. 4. Tune the samples using
Ctrl. 1, +/- 2 octaves, middle position = no transposition, double click to
reset. Ctrl. 7 adds amplitude modulation, control modulation speed
with Ctrl. 8.

Tubular Windchimes All Split

8 textural samples played on large tubular windchimes, split across the
keyboard, one octave per sample mapped between C0 - C8, root
notes are located at F# in each octave.
Source A in sampler mode, source B reverses the samples in granular
mode, LFO assigned to sample position, control the speed of the
reversed sample using Ctrl. 3. Ctrl. 4 randomizes sample start position
in both sources. Ctrl. 5 randomizes pitch for each new note played. Yaxis of x/y-pad 2 controls LP cutoff/resonance/drive/modulation in F1
and RM frequency in F2.

Tubular Windchimes Combed
Duet

2 textural samples played on large tubular windchimes in 2 granular
sources (A+B). Most Snapshots in this patch use tuned combfiltering
(in the source filters) to add a distinct tonality to the windchimes. When
you dial in a lot of pitch modulation with Ctrl. 6 while using the tuned
combfilters, some nice harmonics are added to the sound.

Tubular Windchimes Quartet

2 split tubular windchime textures (A/C) and their granular counterparts
(B/D), split point B2/C3. Ctrl. 3 control sample speed for the granular
sources, Ctrl 4 adds a temposynced pitch sequence to the granular
sources. x-axis of x/y-pad 2 introduces Notch-filter modulation, y-axis
reduces LP filter cutoff in F2, the filters are routed in serial mode.

Cymbals
A china cymbal bowed with a violin bow and scraped with different
sized drum sticks and mallets creating sounds at dfferent pitches and
lengths

Cymbals
Bowed Cymbal All Untuned

mapped from C1-A4 only on the white keys
Source A Sampler mode - Sources B+D Granular mode
Controller 1 for Sample Start position (Sources A+B) up to 70% (also
try playing only with the decays), Snap 5 is for percussive playing with
Source 1
Source D plays all samples in temposync controlled by a LFO,
LFO Speed-> Control 4, Grain Size->Control 8, AT->Pitch Modulation

Bowed Cymbal Pad

Source A: Bowed Cymbal in Granular Mode - Source B: Another bowed
cymbal resynthed
AT-> Resonance of LP Filter in F1, the Cutoff is assigned to ADSR 2
creating a FIlter curve (Attack ime velocity sensitive) - the more you
turn up Perf Controller 4 assigned to LP Cutoff, the less that curve will
have an effect
MSustain-> Phaser Feedback (related to Perf Controller 6)
MDecay-> Sustain Level of ADSR 2 affecting the Cutoff of LP in F1
Pitch Sequence for Source B can be activated with y-axis of x/y-pad 2

Bowed Cymbal Piano

Source A carries a sample map of 7 bowed china cymbals tuned to the
conventional tuning system split across the keyboard
Source B carries a sample map of 10 different bowed china cymbals
tuned to the conventional tuning system split across the keyboard
x-fade between the souces with x/y-pad 1
shift the sample start point to skinp the bowing attack and make the
samples more percussive with Controller 6, sample start is also velocity
sensitive
AT-> LFO speed for amplitude modulation when x-axis of x/y-pad 1 is
turned towards the bottom
F1 LP Cutoff becomes velocity sensitive when Controller 2 (assigned to
Cutoff) is turned towards the left

Bowed Cymbal Resynth

Can be CPU intense when morphing between the Snaps
Source A: resynthed bowed cymbal -Source B: processed bowed
cymbal in Granular Mode
Source A routed to F1, Source B routed to F2
x-axis of x/y-pad 2 adds a pitch sequence with a wholetone scale, hard
right gives you a 2 octave scale, the y-axis changes the attack and
sutain behaviour of the sequencer

Bowed Cymbal tuned split

10 bowed cymbal samples tuned to the conventional tuning system
split across the keyboard
Source A: Granular mode routed to F1 (Lowpass) Source B: Sampler
mode routed to F2 (Ring Modulator)
AT-> increases speed of Pan modulation when y-axis of x/y-pad 1 is
turned downwards
Amplitude Modulation with x/y-pad 2, depth->x-axis, speed->y-axis, at
very high speeds-> RM effects

Double Bow split FX

2 original bowed cymbal samples (sources A+C) and 2 bowed cymbal
samples (sources B+D) processed with Metasynth
sources A+C have a tuned Combfilter (key follow) applied assigned to
Controller 3
MSustain-> Sample start (10%)
MDecay->- reduces Reverb Time (11%)

Cymbals
Flanged Nightmare

Source A: Bowed Cymbal - Source B: a derivate of that sample
processed in Metasynth
x-axis of x/y-pad 2 activates LFO Mod in F1 (AT for Speed)
y-axis of x/y-pad 2 activates LFO Mod in F2 (AT for Speed)
MDecay-> increases Reverb Length
The Bandpass Filter in F1 is tuned via key follow so you can actually
play tonal things with this patch if you want

Melo Scrapes split

Transforming 2 scraped cymbal sounds in Melodyne rearranging the
pitches of the harmonic content and stretching the harmonics
individually
Sources A+B play the same sample, A in Granular mode, B in Sampler
mode an octave higher, mapped from C-2 - B3
the sample start point in both sources are velocity sensitive, with a
strong attack you can skip the attack phase
Sources C+D play the same sample, C in Granular mode, D in
Sampler mode an octave higher, mapped from C3 - G8
morph between A/B - C/D with x-axis of x/y-pad 1
Controller 2 sets the sample start points - +60% for all samples, in the
granular sources you can scroll through the samples whle playing

Moaning Metal

4 samples in 4 sources of processing scraped cymbal sounds with
crusherX
MDecay-> Sample Start (all sources 50%)
AT-> Ring Modulation speed when Controller 4 (RM Mix) is turned
towards the right
AT-> depth of speed modulation of the modulation speed of BP Filter in
F2 when y-axis of x/y-pad 2 is turned downwards
Tuning (Delay) of the Mod FX can be controlled with Controller 6

Muted China RR4 3Vel

A muted China Cymbal hit on the edge and cup - 4x Round Robins and
3 velocity layers
Hit with a drumstick on the cup for velocity layers 1+2, layer 2 is played
with a Glockenspiel stick on the side of the cymbal and is less tonal
Source A-> Sampler Mode, Source B-> Granular Mode
Controller 4 adds velocity sensitivity to the LP FIlter in F1 if Controller 3
(LP Cutoff) is turned towards the left

Scrape Organ

Sources A+B in Granular mode carry 2 samples of scraping a China
cymnal with the backside of a Glockenspiel mallet
Sources C+D use the sample of a processed derivate of a scraping
sample, C in Sampler mode and D in Granular mode
The sample start points of sources A-C are velocity sensitive, playing
harder will skip the attack phase of the samples for more percussive
attacks
Activate velocity sensitivity of the LP Cutoff in F1 with Controller 4 if the
overall Cutoff is turned down with Controller 3
Snaps 5-7 are percussive Snapshots

Scrape Quartet 1

4 samples in 4 sources scraping a china cymbal with the thick wooden
stick of a mallet - all sources in Granular mode - root notes C3
Scroll through the samples with Controller 2 (Sample playhead
position)
The Cutoff of the LP Filter in F1 is scontrolled by ADSR 2 - this will only
become audible if Controller 3 (F3 Cutoff) is turned towards the left
MDecay-> reduces Reverb Length

Cymbals
Scrape Quartet 2

Another 4 samples in 4 sources scraping a china cymbal with the thick
wooden stick of a mallet - all sources in Granular mode - root notes C3
Sample playhead position is controlled by LFO1 - so it loops all
samples
Sample start point->Controller 1, Loop lentgh-> Controller 2, Loop
Speed Controller 3
at high speeds turn down the Grain size (hard left) with Controller 4 to
hear the loop rhythm (Snapshot 7)
LP Cutoff in F1 is controlled by MSEG 1 which will become audible if yaxis (overall cutoff) of x/y-pad 2 is turned downwards

Scraped Cymbal All Untuned

Cymbal scrapes played with a thick mallet mapped chromatically from
C1-F3, high cymbal scrapes played with a thin stick mapped from C4A#4

Scrapey Combs RR4

High cymbal scrapes played with a thin stick - 4x Round Robin - root
note B4
Controller 4 makes the LP Filter in F1 velocity sensitive if Controller 3
(Cutoff) is turned towards the left
One tuned Combfilter (CombM) in the source filter section and another
one in F2 (CombP)
Try Snapshot 1 in the lower register for Bass please
Snapshot 8 is totally Comb-free, plain granular spooky scrapes

This is the Glockenspiel I sampled:

Mallets
Glockenspiel RR4 2Vel 4
octaves

Multisampled Sonor Glockenspiel with 23 notes - 179 samples
4 Round Robin (very few samples are used twice in the RR chain)
2 Velocities - extended to 4 octaves
The original 23 chromatic notes are mapped from C3 (middle C) to
A#4 - A#4 is extended a half note to B4 - then I copied the lower octave
down and the upper octave up an octave keeping the rout notes the
same to extend the Glockenspiel to 4 octaves in total for those who
don't care about realism (including myself)
The LP FIlter in F1 is velocity sensitive which you will only notice if Perf
Controller 3 is turned down, Controller 4 adds Filter Reso and Drive for
more edge/sparkle/brightness
All samples have long sampled decays, so the release setting is mainly
set to very long in all Snaps, with a 24 Voices setting in the Master
section this can be CPU heavy, so reduce the number of playable
voices if needed for tracking and turn them up again when you render
the track.
Ring Modulation in F2 - Controller 3 for RM Mix and Controller 6 for RM
Frequency - the Frequency also has a little bit of Randomness and
inverted key follow assigned
If LFO-controlled Pan Modulation is activated with Controller 7 and the
Speed Controller 8 is at high settings you get Ringmod-like effects

Granular Glockenspiel

The same samples as in Glockenspiel RR4 2Vel
Source A: Granular Mode
Source B is a resynthed Glockenspiel sample for the Bass range
mapped from B1 downwards
The LP FIlter in F1 is velocity sensitive, if you turn up Controller 4 the
overall LP Cutoff is raised
x/y-pad 1 for Grain size and pan modulation
y-axis of x/y-pad 2 adds random pitchmod for sources A+B,
AT-> increases LFO speed
AT also adds more vibrato to source B

Bowed Vibraphone

Multisampled bowed vibraphone (violin bow), 10 samples sampled
between F#2 and D#4, extended to both sides, instrument range
C1 - C5. Ctrl. 1 introduces sample start modulation via velocity, so that
the attack phase is shortened at higher velocities. When Ctrl. 3 is
dialed to the left reducing LP cutoff in F1, you can add velocity
sensitivity to F1 using Ctrl. 4.

Bowed Vibraphone XT

The same samples and settings as in the patch above, adding a
granular source (B) and a resynthesiszed bowed vibra sound in
additive mode (C).

Vibraphone Duet

Combining the bowed vibra samples from the patch above with the
beaten vibra samples from the patch below, instrument range extended
to C1 - C6. Source B plays the bowed samples in granular mode, so
you can control the bowing speed using Ctrl. 1. When Ctrl. 3 is dialed
to the left, reducing LP cutoff in F1, you can add velocity sensitivity to
F1 using Ctrl. 4. Controller 5 introduces the modulated Notch-filter in
F2 for phasing effects. X-axis of pad 2 introduces a pitch sequence,
with x-axis hard right the sequence plays in a minor tonality with a one
octave range.

Mallets
Vibratophone

Vibraphone hits sampled with vibrato engine on, after the attack the
speed was altered accel./rit, so each sample has a different vibrato.
11 samples, sampled between F2 - C5, extended to both sides,
instrument range C2 - C6. Ctrl 1 randomizes pitches, Ctrl 2 adds pan
modulation. When Ctrl. 3 is dialed to the left, reducing LP cutoff in F1,
you can add velocity sensitivity to F1 using Ctrl. 4. When MAttack is
dialed to the right, softening the attack, you can control the attack time
via velocity by dialing in Ctrl. 5. Ctrl. 8 introduces the tuned bandpass
filte in F2, tuned an octave higher than the samples. x-axis of pad 1
itroduces squareshaped, unipolar pitch modulation, +2 octaves with xaxis hard right, scaled in semitones, so you can add some trills to the
vibra, y-axis controls modulation speed.

The largest of the 8 Thai Gongs I sampled.

Gongs
The natural tuning of the Gongs is 443 Hz, most patches preserve this
tuning (if not mentioned otherwise) - set the finetuning knob at the
upper right of the Alchemy GUI to -15 cents to get to 440 Hz (which is
the default tuning of this library).
2 Thai Gongs mixed RR8 4Vel

The lower 2 velocity layers were played with the Gong mallet on the
cup, the 3rd layer on the middle of the Gong plate and the 4th layer
was played with the backside of the mallet on the cup again. This gives
a very nice and expressive variety of timbres. The U87 was pretty close
to the backside of the Gong and the 2 KM-184s on the other side
picking up the stereo field - nice image but not too wide...
Each velocity with 8x Round Robin
Both Gongs are mapped from C-1 - C8 - Source A: large Thai Gong
Source B: small Thai Gong - mix them with x-axis of x/y-pad 1 - tune
source B up an octave with y-axis of pad 1 - scaled to semitones with
the Modmap
Controller 4 makes the Cutoff Frequency of the LP in F1 velocity
sensitive if the overall cutoff is turned down with the y-axis of
x/y-pad 2 - the Ring Modulator in F2 can be added with the
x-axis of x/y-pad 2

Gongs
2 Thai Gongs split RR8 4Vel

Large Thai Gong - root note A#2 mapped from C-1 to F#3
Small Thai Gong - root note D4 - mapped from G3 - C8
1 source in sampler mode - reduce the voice count and/or release if
this patch gets too CPU heavy while tracking, all samples have a long
release phase which "eats up" voices fast
Controller 4 makes the Cutoff Frequency of the LP in F1 velocity
sensitive if the overall cutoff is turned down with the y-axis of
x/y-pad 2 - the Ring Modulator in F2 can be added with the x-axis of x/
y-pad 2, RM Frequency assigned to the y-axis
x/y-pad 1 for Amplitude modulation/speed
Controller 1 adds a modulated Combfilter with key follow tuned up a
fifth

Muted Thai And Waterphone
Gongs

Source A: two muted Thai Gongs (gongs lying on a cotton cloth),
multisampled at 6 velocity layers and 8x round robin, root notes are
located at A#2 and B3, split point is E3/F3, extended to both sides,
instrument range: C0 - C7.
Source B: hitting the bottom of a waterphone with soft gong beaters,
multisampled at 3 velocity layers with 5x round robin, root note: G#2.
Each source can be tuned +/- 1 octave in semitone steps using
Ctrl. 1+2 so you can set up intervals or automate them in your DAW
while a sequence is playing. Add tuned combfiltering to each sound
using Ctrl. 3+4. Randomize pitches for each source with Ctrl. 5+6. Ctrl.
7 adds a fast gliss to the attack phase.

Muted Thai Gongs

Only the muted Thai Gongs from the patch above. Randomize pitches
with Ctrl. 1, randomize pan position with Ctrl. 2. Add a fast gliss to the
attack using Ctrl. 5. This patch can produce some pretty technoid
electronic sounds too.

Tam Tam muted RR5 split

10 handmuted Tam Tam samples grouped in 2x5 Round Robin Chains
split at C3/C#3
The root not of the lower 5 samples is C#2 - the root not of the upper 5
samples is C#5
Source A: Sampler Mode - Source B: Granular mode so you can
stretch those beautiful decay phases
Each source has a Controller for Sample Start/Sample Position - in
source B that enables you to scroll through the sample e.g. with the
Modwheel
y-axis of x/y-pad 1 is dedicated to distorted destruction purposes
Controller 5 adds very long filtered delays

Tam Tam RR7 3Vel split

7x Round Robin - 4 velocity layers
The tuning of the Tam Tam is -13 cents flat referring to A=440 Hz
Source A in sampler mode playing the normal Tam Tam samples
mapped from B-1 - C#3 root note at C#1
Source B in Granular mode mapped from D3 - C#7
Source C playing the samples reversed mapped from D3 - C#7
B+C play simultaneously
AT-> Speed of Pitch Modulation when Controller 8 is turned towards
the right
The x-axis of x/y-pad2 only routes Source A to the tuned Bandpass
FIlter (key follow) - nice warm filter sound with vibrato, change the
speed with the y-axis

Gongs
Tam Tam Rubber Ball Mix

24 samples played with 2 different sized Rubber Balls rubbing the Tam
Tam
The Big Rubber Ball samples are mapped on the white keys from C1 G2
The small rubber ball samples are mapped on the white keys from C3 G4 - one of the samples is also mapped from C5 - C8 (root note A#5 so
it plays in tune)
Source A in Sampler Mode - B in Granular mode
Controller 1 is for pitch control so you can transpose the sounds up
and down 2 octaves - your subwoofers will freak out with a hard left
setting
Contollers 2+4 (A+B) set the sample start/sample position. so with
Contoller 4 you can scroll through the Granular sample, 2 is set to
25%, 4 to 60%
y-axis of x/y-pad 2 enables Resonance Modulation in F1 and the Cutoff
of the LP, the x-axis increases the modulation speed

Tam Tam Special Forces

4 sources all using the sample and (derivates thereof) of hitting the
Tam Tam exactly in the centre with a hard attack resulting in very
strange harmonics without any pitch modulation - root note C#3
When Controller 3 (F1 Cutoff) is turned towards the left a Filter Curve
(ADSR2) can be added with Controller 4
A melodic sequence for sources A+C can be added with Controller 8
Source D has a MSEG creating a pitch curve - depth control with
Controller 7

Tam Tam Scrape Mix

21 samples scraping the Tam Tam with different sized Mallets and
Drumsticks
Mapped from C-1 - B1 there is a short and funny loop - mapped from
C2 - A4 on the white keys are all the other scrape samples
Pitch Control with Controller 1 - 3 octaves in both directions - original
pitch = center position
Controller 2-> Sample start point (40%)
Synced Amplitude modulation with x/y-pad 1

Tam Tam Textures mixed

4 Sources - root notes C#3
Source A - Sampler mode - irregular accents on a muted Tam Tam
looped
Source B - Sampler mode -a derivate of that sample processed with
crusherX
Source C - Sampler mode - another irregular loop
Source D - Granular mode - the same sample as in source C but
granulated
Temposynced Amp Mod with Controller 8
Tuned Combs (key follow) can be brought in with x-axis of x/y-pad 2
y-axis for HP Cutoff and Comb tuning
This is a good patch for incredibly deep bass sounds in the lower
regions - try Snap 6, reduce the Combs for a more pure sound

Gongs
Tam Tam Textures split

6 sample split across the keyboard
Long swell sfz - Mapping: C-1 - B0 root note F#0
Medium swell sfz - Mapping: C1 - B1 root note F#1
Medium swell mf - Mapping: C2 - B2 root note F#2
Short swell 1 - Mapping: C3 - B3 root note F#3
Short swell 2 - Mapping: C4 - B4 root note F#4
Irregular Texture (also used in the former patch) - Mapping: C5 - C8
root note C#6 (so what you play is what you hear keywise) - looped
Controller A controls the Sample start points (50%) - so you can fit the
swells timewise into your musical projects
Controller 4 adds Pan modulation executed by the same LFO that also
controls the Pitch modulation, so Controller 3 controls the speed of
both the pitch and the pan modulation
x/y-pad 1 controls the depth of Amplitude modulation using 2 different
shaped temposynced LFOs - x-axis LFO 5 (Ramp Down) - y-axis LFO
6 (Square)

Thai Gong large RR8 4Vel

root note A#2 - tuning 443 Hz - finetuning knob -15 cents to get to 440
Hz (which is the default tuning of this soundset)
The lower 2 velocity layers were played with the Gong mallet on the
cup, the 3rd layer on the middle of the Gong plate and the 4th layer
was played with the backside of the mallet on the cup again.
Each velocity with 8x Round Robin
1 source in sampler mode - reduce the voice count and/or release if
this patch gets too CPU heavy while tracking, all samples have a long
release phase which "eats up" voices fast
Controller 4 makes the Cutoff Frequency of the LP in F1 velocity
sensitive if the overall cutoff is turned down with the y-axis of
x/y-pad 2
The Ring Modulator in F2 can be added with the x-axis of x/y-pad 2,
RM Frequency assigned to the y-axis
Controller 3 adds temposynced Pitchmod (LFO 4) scaled to
+5/+12/+19/+24 semitones viw the Modmap

Thai Gong small RR8 4Vel

root note D4 - tuning 443 Hz - finetuning knob -15 cents to get to 440
Hz (which is the default tuning of this soundset)
Source A: Sampler mode - Source B: additive mode, a resynthed Gong
sample from the second velocity layer in the Round Robin chain
x-axis of x/y-pad 2 brings in a combination of Ringmod and tuned
Combfilter (key follow)
AT-> Sustain Level of ADSR2 which controls the Amplitude of
source B
Tune source B down an octave in semitone steps (Mod Map) with yaxis of x/y-pad 1

Thai Gong large+Granular

Source A: Sampler mode - Source B: Granular mode
Temposynced Pitchmod can be added with Controller 2, it goes in
pentatonic steps (Modmap), LFO Speed is controllable with Controller
6 - if the Grain Size in source B is too big at high LFO speeds you
won't hear the modulation effect so reduce the Grain Density/Size with
Controller 5 at high LFO speeds

Gongs
Thai Gongs textures split

Tuning: 440 Hz
split at B3 - Source A in Granular Mode - lower register - plays a
sample of hitting the large Thai Gong with drum sticks rhythmically on
the side - Source B: Granular Mode - upper register - plays a sample of
rubbing/scraping the sides of the small Gong with 2 drum sticks
MSustain-> Grain Pan Source A
MDecay-> Sample Start Source B (+27%)

Thai Gong small mid RR8 Meta

Only the 3rd velocity layer with 8x RR in Source A Granular mode - and
a Metasynth derivate in Source B in Sampler Mode using only the
spectralized and stretched decay phase of one of the samples
Source C plays a resynthed small Thai gong, the 3rd sample from the
RR chain in Source A
AT->Symmetry source C->Brightness
When sources are routed to F2 using Controllers 7 or 8, Controller 4
adds speed modulation to the LFO controlling the Filter modulation in
F2
MDecay-> Reverb Mix, MSustain-> temposynced Amp Mod

Turning Thai Gongs

Eight multisampled Thai Gongs multisampled at 2 velocity layers and
5x round robin, lowest gong at A#2, highest gong at D4, extended to
both directions, instrument range C0 - C5 (the very low notes are
amazing, of you have a subwoofer). After the attack each gong was
moved between the three microphone positions for subtle leslie effects.
The patch is finetuned to 440 HZ.
Ctrl. 3 introduces the tuned bandpass filter in F2, Ctrl. 4 adds
temposynced filter modulation to F2. Ctrl. 7 adds temposynced
amplitude modulation (via 2 different LFOs). Ctrl 8 introduces a
temposyced pitch sequence, + 2 octaves with the knob dialed hard
right, scaled to semitone steps (via Modmap).

Turning Thai Gongs XT

The same samples and similar settings as in the patch above, adding a
second source (B) in granular mode, a temposynced MSEG controls
the sample position in B, looping them back and forth. Add distortion
with the y-axis of x/y-pad 1.

Waterphone Gongs

Hitting the bottom of a waterphone with soft gong beaters,
multisampled at 3 velocity layers with 5x round robin, root note: G#2,
mapped from C0 - C8. Randomize pitches with Ctrl. 1, add
temposynced square-shaped pitch modulation with Ctrl. 3, the knob is
scaled to fifths and octaves (via Modmap), +2 octaves with the knob
dialed hard right, the LFO speed is randomized for each attack.
X-axis of x/y-pad 2 introduces the ring modulator in F2, y-axis sets RM
frequency in F2, and controls LP cutoff in F1. With the y-axis down and
x-axis hard left you can add velocity sensitivity to F1 using Controller 4.
x/y-pad 1 controls amount of amplitude modulation/ modulation speed.

Industrial
Factory Metal Loops split

7 looped samples recorded in a russian steel factory in Cheylabinsk,
denoised, filtered and dynamically processed split across the
keyboard
Source A runs in sampler mode, Source B in Granular mode, x|y-pad
one for crossfading (x-axis), y-axis reduces high frequencies
Aftertouch-> Ringmod Speed when Controller 4/8 (Ringmod Filter
Mix) is turned to the right and RM Mod (Controller 5) is turned up
Modwheel is assigned to MSustain by default which lets you
transpose the whole shebang by 6 octaves, the Pitchwheel does 2
Sample 1 - C-1 - A0 root note D#0
Sample 2 - A#0 - A#1 root note E1
Sample 3 - B1 - B2 root note F2
Sample 4 - C3 - C4 root note F#3
Sampe 5 C#4 - C#5 - root note G4
Sample 6 D5 - D6 root note G#5
Sample 7 D#6 - C8 root note A6

Harbour Hammers

13x Round Robin, a sliced up field recording from a russian harbour
(Kaliningrad) where a worker was hammering on the hull of a giant
ship to loosen the rust.
Source A: Sampler mode, routed to F1
Source B: Granular mode routed to F2
The LP Filer in F1 is controlled by ADSR 2 - if you turn down the
Sustain Level with Controller 3 the ADSR curve will become affective,
turn up the Filter Resonance with Controller 4
Controller 1 adds tuned Combfilter (key follow)
I especially love Snapshot 8

Industrial Tinkle

Processed (denoised/filtered) sample of a machine in a russian steel
factory (Jekaterinburg) producing little metal rectangulars, hundreds of
them being spit out of this monster machine in a few seconds
Source A: Granular Mode, Source B: Sampler mode
Add tuned Combfilter (key follow) with Controller 1

Industrial Trio Split

Three industrial field recordings recorded in steel plants in Russia and
Germany and a rattling crane texture recorded in a russian harbour,
split across the keyboard.
Sample 1 Steelstretch Hammer - C-2 - B1, root: C1
Sample 2 Factory Metal Tickbox - C2 - B3, root: C3
Sample 3 Rattle Cranes - C4 - C7, root: C5
Source A in sampler mode, source B in granular mode, either
crossfade between the samples using x-axis of pad 1, or let a LFO do
it for you by dialing in Ctrl. 5, control automorph-speed with
Ctrl. 6. When Ctrl 2 is dialed to the left reducing LP filter cutoff in F1,
you can add filter modulation with Ctrl. 3, control modulation speed
with Ctrl. 7. x/y-pad 2 controls sample speed and changes grain
characteristics in source B.

Metal Factory Squeaks

Processed (denoised/filtered) sample recorded in a russian car factory
(Kaliningrad), the metal squeak sounds almost inaudible as they are
in such a high frequency range transposed downwards with Kontakt
and Melodyne, then resampled

The Caviar Cans I sampled
great expressive instruments
they are - altough I hate caviar...

Metal Objects
Barrel Rubbed And Dragged
Split

Crossfade betwwen three barrels played with rubber balls and 3 barrels
scraping on a concrete floor using x-axis of pad 1. The samples-pairs
are split across the keyboard: C-2 - B1, root C1
C2 - B3, root C3 and C4 - C7, root C5. Control sample start points with
Ctrl. 2. Either crossfade between the rubbed and dragged samples
using x-axis of pad 1, or let a LFO do it for you by dialing in Ctrl. 5,
control autofade-speed with Ctrl. 6.

Caviar Cans Split RR8 3-4
velocities

2 different sized Caviar Cans hit with finger(s) 8x Round Robin - tuned
and split across the keyboard Can large - 3 velocities C0-C3 - root note D2 (it's tuned up 35 cents)
Can small 4 velocities C#3 - C6 - root note D#5 (tuned down 54 cents)
Perf Controller 3 makes LP Cutoff in F1 velocity sensitive

Caviar Cans Textures

4 textural samples hitting and rubbing the 2 cans against each other
MDecay-> Delay Length
MSustain-> Pitchmodulation

Coin Bells

4 samples of dropping coins (Euros) into a metal bowl - looped back
and forth
4 sources in Sampler mode, tuned Bandpass FIlter in F2 (key follow)
AT-> Mod Speed of F2 Resonance

Coin Machine 1

Another 4 samples of dropping coins (Euros) into a metal bowl
4 sources in Granular mode - sample playhead position controlled by 4
LFOs (Controllers 1-4 for speed)
x/y-pad1 morphs between the sources so strange rhythms can occur
MSustain-> Compressor amount, MDecay-> Reverb Mix
MRelease->Deley Mix
Tuned Combs (key follow) in F1 - bring them in wih y-axis of x/y-pad 2

Coin Machine 2

Another 2 samples of dropping coins (Euros) into a metal bowl
Sample playhead positions in sources A+B are contolled by
temposynced MSEG 1 (2 Bars of 4)
Sample playhead positions in sources A+B are controlled by
temposynced MSEG 2 - they play reversed
tuned Bandpass FIlter in F2 (key follow)
Controller 8 controls the amount of Rev Mix modulation executed by
MSEG 1, for normal Rev Mix use Controller 7
Temposynced LFO 1 controls the Amp Mod (Controller 3) and the Filter
Mod of F2 (y-axis of x/y-pad 2) - LFO speed-> Controller 3

Metal Objects
Dumbbell Plate RR6 4Vel

I sampled one of my dumbbell plates, the 10 kg plate has a nice and
pure tone so here it is:
6x Round Robin - 4 velocities - hit with a pincer, so it's metal on metal
almost sounding like thick glass

Metal Bowl RR4 4Vel

Sampling a great sounding metal bowl from my kitchen used for mixing
dough - hit with a metal screw at 4 different velocities, 4x Round Robin
root note at A#2

Metal Plate RR4 2Vel&Combs

Hitting a large metal plate (dinner tray) made from thick steel with soft
mallets at 2 different velocities, 4x Round Robin - root note at F#2

Small Thundersheet RR6 3Vel

Bending a small thundersheet at 3 different velocitites with 6xRound
Robin
MDecay-> reduces Rev Length
MSustain-> shifts sample start of Source 1 for more percussive attacks
Please also try very low notes, instants swamp ambience
Source A in Sampler mode, B in Granular Mode
C+D in Granular Mode with LFOs conrolling the sample playhead, LFO
speed controls->Controllers 5+7

Small Thundersheet Textures

3 textural thundersheet samples in 3 sources running in Granular mode
looped back and forth - the sample in source C play more rhythmically crossfade with x/y-pad 1
bring in the tuned Combfiler (key follow) with x-axis of x/y-pad 2 (Snaps
6-8)

Spinning Coins

2 samples of spinning coins inside a metal bowl - split at C4/C#4
Sources A+C play the samples in Granular mode - B+D in Sampler
mode, Bandpass Filter in F2 is using key follow to create tonality, so
are the Combfilters in the source's filter sections

Scapes
Anvil Resynth

Resynthed sample of hitting an anvil with a hammer
AT-> LP Mod Speed when Controller 7 is turned up

Anvil Scape split

The sample of hitting an anvil with a hammer is used in sources A+B
mapped from C2 upwards - from B1 downwards a processed derivate
of that sample is used in sources C+D - sources B+D have a
Ringmodulator and a Combfilter in their filter sections applied
If the sources are routed to the HP Filter in F2 (in serial mode - post
LP in F1) with the x-axis of x/y-pad 2 and the y-axis is turned
downwards a temposynced LFO modulation is added to the FIlter
Cutoff - Aftertouch then controls the modulation speed

Metal Shruti

Source A: Granular mode - Metal Bowl sample resynthed and filtered
with Metasynth
Source B: the same sample resynthed in Alchemy / additive mode
The speed of the temposynced Amplitude Modulation (LFO 6 / depth
assigned to Controller 8) can be altered with MDecay
The pitch modulation assigned to the x-axis of x/y-pad 2 is scaled in
semitones, far right-> 1 octave - modulation speed with y-axis

Metallurgy Synth

good for evolving pads/sequencers (Volume changes over time quite a
bit so be patient...)
PitchVar->MSustain (Snap 5)

Scapes
Stretched Cymbal Decay Scape
split

Stretching the decay phase of a china cymbal and restructuring / tuning
it's harmonic content with Melodyne resulting in 3 differently tuned
samples split across the keyboard, each sample having it's own source
in Alchemy - split points at C3 and C5
A wholetone pitch sequence can be added with Controller 6 - a hard
right setting will result in a wholetone sequence in the range of 1
octave (Snapshot 8)
Controller 2 brings in a very fast Pitch Mod (LFO 6) - LFO speed can
be reduced with Aftertouch
Controller 3-> temposynced pan modulation
Controller 4-> Pan Mod Speed

Tinkle Texture

Multisampled Chromaphone texture (5 samples C1-C5)
Source A: Sampler mode, B: Granular, C+D Micro Bells texture
overlapping split (C3/C4)

Bell quartet

Tubular windchimes

Please enjoy the sounds!
Simon Stockhausen,
February 18 - 2014

